Workbook MS 4 / IEM O.MEKAOUI and a group of ALGER EST Teachers

Pre-session

Dreams and Dreams

Two students are talking about their plans for the future .

Peter: I am thinking of moving to Oxford University next month
Jill: Really , why do you want to do that?
Peter: Because I think if I Stay here, I will get bored .
Jill: But you might not like Oxford .what will you do then?
Peter: I know.I’ ll like it because I have been there before

Activity one:
A/complete the following sentences so that they make sense:
1-Peter wants to study at ……………………………….he won’t be disappointed if he moves there
because he……………………………..
B/-Pick out the sentence that expresses condition ?
C/-Do the underlined verbs in the conversation refer to the present or the
future ?
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Activity two:
Guess who says what.
Jane hasn’t enough money to further her university studies.
George is very generous.
Tom has never gone abroad, but he would like to.
Alice is really into good appearance.

Hum, if I won, I’d share
the money with my family
Well, if I won a lottery
I would travel abroad

…………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………..

That would be a dream,
so if I won I’d pay
education for myself .

………………………………………………

If I won the money I
would change my over all
lifestyle .

………………………………………………………………….
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Activity three: Here are some quotes about dreams try to explain them the way
you understand them
‘’Just believe in your dreams.’’
‘’If you can dream it, you can do it.’’
’’Too many of us are not living our dreams because we are living our fears.’’
Which of the three proverbs has the same meaning of this: “Hold fast to dreams,
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Now, can you finish the proverb?
Hold fast to dreams, because if dreams………………, ………………………………………………………….
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Session one

Making Predictions

Read the following extracts then match 1,2,3 to the correct headlines a,b,or c
a–what a winner ! b-Jupiter ,saviour of the world c-baby talk
Headline:...................
If a large comet hit the earth, Humans would very soon die out. If it hit the
land, it would cause earthquakes worldwide, knocking down almost every
building. If it landed in the deepest ocean, it would send waves thousands of
feet high over surrounding continents. A minimum of a billion people

might

die .But Jupiter helps to stop such disaster

Headline: ...................
Margaret Jones, 56 years old, she has won two out of three competitions she
has entered this year, and now she has won the lottery too! Ok, she didn’t win
the top prize, but she is not unhappy with her 50,000 £ .Margaret’s amazing.
If she enters a competition, she will win! Says her husband Mike
Headline: ....................
Rosanna Della Corte was 62 years old, when she gave birth to a son in 2010,
now she is trying for another. If Rosanna gives a birth soon, she’ll be

Now answer these questions: (write the numbers)

Which of the “if” sentences describe real, possible situations?...................
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Session Two

Expressing Certainty and Uncertainty

Activity one:
Listen to the script 1 page 173 and complete the following sentences:
1-If Bashir suddenly became rich, he..........................................
2-He would pay a visit to his pen friend Kerry in Sydney, if...........................................
3-If he asked Kerry, she...................................................................................
Activity two: put the beginnings and the ends together, using if
A

B

-If I were the manger

-We would become more fluent

-If I were forty years younger

-She would be upset

-If she didn’t get the job

-They would behave differently

-If people had the chance to repeat their lives

-I would be prettier

-If we spoke English more often

-I would participate in fashion show

Activity three: these examples are all conditional sentences; say what the
contracted verb forms are in each sentence
1– If I won the lottery; I’d buy a new house
2-If we hadn’t more employees, we wouldn’t be efficient
What have you learned?
With if we can use …………and past tenses to distance our language
from reality, when we talk about present or future unreal
situations
If+s+verb in the past +s+…….verb stem

The second conditional is used to talk about things unreal (not true or not possible)
In the present or the future (things which don’t or won’t happen)
If I were you, I would drive more carefully in the rain

I am not you -this is unreal

Paula would be sad if Jan left

Jan will not leave –that’s not going to happen

If dogs had wings , they would be able to fly

Dogs don’t have wings –that’s impossible
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Activity three: Find the four (04) errors in this text, underline them and write the
correct tense form at side of each line-an example is given.
The text:
Yesterday was a very bad day .If it doesn’t rain, perhaps it wouldn’t be so

Didn’t rain

difficult .But it poured all day and I had real problems .I needed to go to an
important meeting, but the car broke down on the way .If I serviced it
regularly .I won’t be so unreliable .Never mind , I thought , if I bring my cell

.....................

phone with me , I’d call the breakdown company .

......................

-Well, if I find a phone box , I wouldn’t be in that situation
What would my boss say if I don’t get to the meeting?

......................

I could get there but not in time. So I ended up late for the meeting , and

......................

yes the boss was furious with me .It was a disastrous day
The correction
Activity four: write the suitable answers and questions for the following questions:
/Part one/: the answers:
Example:
A: How would your friend feel if you always wore the same clothes as him /her?
B: He would probably get quite annoyed with me
A: what would you do if you found 10.000DA in the street?
B.......................................................................................
A: Where could you live if you could live anywhere in the world?
B:...............................................................................................
A: What would you do if you saw a bear in the forest?
B:............................................................................
/Part two /: the questions:
Example:
A: what would you do if you had a big house with a swimming pool?
B: If I had a big house, I’d organize a party every weekend and invite all my
friends
A:..........................................................................................................................?
B: I’d be really happy, but I’d feel a bit sorry for my friends who didn’t do well as me
A:...........................................................................................................................?
B: I’d probably scream and run away, although actually I don’t believe in things like that
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Session Three

Expressing Certainty and Remote possibility

Read Abdelkader’s dairy page and Ronald’s email and do the task 2 and 3 page 123.
a-…………………………………………………………………………. b-…………………………………………………………………………….
a-…………………………………………………………………………. b-…………………………………………………………………………….
Activity one: What do the following sentences express?
1-If I were you, I would think about my diet a bit more seriously
2-Karima is absent she might be ill
3-our neighbours brought a luxurious car, they might win a lottery
4-“Peter suffers from insomnia “he might consult a psychologist “
5-she’s always nervous , she might have problems with her husband
6-stop teasing people, you might have serious problems
7-You might phone me or might send me an email
8-don’t waste so much money for parties ,you might be in problems
9-You won a prize, you might go on trip or you might have 45.000DA

a-deduction
b-options
c-warning
d-suggestion

Activity two: choose the correct answer for each of the small exchanges below:
A: What are you going to do to night?
B: I don’t know, I am going /I might go out or stay with my sister
A:Next holidays , I might go/I am going to Tunisia I’ve already bought the plane tickets
B:………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
A: Jennifer is going to/might celebrate her birthday, she sent the invitation card
yesterday
B:……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
A:What time will Ann arrive from Paris ?
B:she is going /might arrive at 14:00Pm, if the plane is on time
Write it up : A friend of yours spending his /her holidays in Britain has informed you
by E-mail that s/he has lost his/her

passport-missed his/her plan ticket –his/her

suitcase was taken by another passenger .Suggest a course of actions to him or her
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……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Dear…………………,

Sorry to hear about the troubles you’re having in Britain at
present .If I
……………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Session Four

Asking for and Giving Advice

Pre –lesson:
Look at these pictures and guess what happened and then say what would you do if
you were in this situation ?

…………………………….
……………………………...

………………………………
…………………………..

While lesson:
Activity one: Listen to the script on page 174then say whether these sentences
are true (T) or false (F). Correct the false ones:
a-A return flight to Tamanrasset costs 30.000€
....................................................................................................................
b-We do have charter flights, fortunately
....................................................................................................................
c-If Ronald had enough money; he would buy a return ticket to Tamanrasset
.....................................................................................................................
d-He won’t rent a car because he hasn’t got enough money
.....................................................................................................................
e-He will hitchhike in Northern Sahara
......................................................................................................................
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Activity two: How would you advise your friend in these situations?
Use these expressions:
A-If I were you/b-If I were in your position /c-the best thing to do/d-you could/e-you might

Example:
A-Yesterday, I fell down, my leg hurts. What should I do?
B-If I were you I’d put a bandage on it
A-I had a bad mark in maths .What should I do?
B:...............................................................................................................................
A: My history teacher picks on me because of my haircut .What should I do?
B:...............................................................................................................................
A:I can’t sleep because of my neighbour who plays music until 1 A..M
B:...............................................................................................................................
A: My sister always takes my clothes without asking me first
B:...............................................................................................................................
Activity three: Write it up
A friend of yours spending his/her holidays in Britain has informed you by e-mail that
s/he has one of problems listed in exercise 2 above .Suggest a course of action to
him/her
Start like this:

Dear………………,
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………
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Session five
Four
Session

Asking
and giving
Agony
Letteradvice

Dear Anita,

Dear Anita,

My doctor says I am too heavy and

Our 16-years old son refuses to play

that I should do exercise to lose 10 or

any kind of team sport at school .He

15 Kilograms .However , I don’t have a

says that playing sports is a waste of

lot of free time –After I come home

time if you aren’t the best and you don’t

from work , I usually help our kids

always get first place .H e says that

with their homework , then prepare

winning a gold medal or trophy is the

dinner , and then relax a little by

most important thing about playing

watching TV before I go to bed. Also,

sports, instead of exercising .H e

I think that a lot of exercise, Like

spends most of his free time on-line

running or doing push -ups, is quite

with his computer.

boring .Could you please give me some
advice about what kind of exercise is
best for me to lose weight

His mother and I would really like to
see him make more friends and become
more active

Jenny

Do you have any suggestion for us, how
can we get our son off the computer and
become more interested in team sports?
Thanks .
Sam

Adapted from:www.esltopics.com
Agony letter
1-Read the two letters guess from which newspaper page are taken :
A-News page
B-advertisement page
C-problem
D-sports page
2-Which letter corresponds to the following ideas: (one is irrelevant):
A boy in a dilemma about the choice of his job
A father complaining about his son
A woman complaining about her over weight
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3-a-why doesn’t the woman do a sport activity?
.......................................................................................................
-b-what does Sam‘s son thinks about sport?
.......................................................................................................

4-Write a reply to Jenny or Sam in which you suggest some solution s for him/her
to cope with his/her difficulty

Dear………………,
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………
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Session Six

Linking words

Activity one: Complete with and, but, so
I enjoyed my holidays,

It started to rain ………we

……………I didn’t enjoy the

went back home.

My mother speaks
Tamazight, Arabic………
French

Activity two: Read this composition and fill in gaps with : but, so, and.
First of all , I’d like to say that, in general, the people in my country tend to work as hard
as people in some countries .Most of our population works in the service
industry……………………..there is very little heavy industry and most manifesting is fully
automated ,they usually work about 35 hours a week and have four weeks holidays a year.in
some countries the situation is different .People have to work in old fashioned factories
or work in fields using animals rather than tractors ……………………………, things are beginning
to change .There are fewer jobs are people are out of work ……………………………. People have
to work harder to keep their jobs and avoid being redundant .in conclusion ,I’d like to say
that I agree that people nowadays have to work hard.
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Activity Three: which words or phrase you could use from the boxed below instead
of : and, but ,so
As a result, therefore

Moreover, Besides , in
addition to,

Therefore, as a result

Yet, on the contrary,
however , in contrast

Activity four: Match the two halves to get meaningful sentences
I can speak some English, so…………………

a-They aren’t happy

They are rich, but……………………

b-really generous

Kate is brave and……………………….

c-he enjoyed the navy

Sam left school and …………………………..

d-I can watch American movies

Activity five: Your teacher asked you write a composition giving your views on the
following questions :
-Should companies give men and women equal opportunities to have time off work to look
after their children
1-The following sentences are all from a composition on the subject above. Put them in
the right order
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A- This already happens in

B- Not only would the family

some parts of the

benefit from this flexibility,

world ,Particularly in

but also companies ,which

Scandinavia , where both men

would have happier workers .

and women are offered

C- In conclusion, I believe that

D- However ,companies in my

both parents should be giving

country ,and men ,might take

the choice of deciding who will

a while to accept this idea ,I

stay at home and who will go

think that it is an inevitable

back to work.

part of social changes

E- In the pasts, and also

F- I ‘d to begin this

nowadays in many countries, it

composition by saying that I

was always the man who went

think both parents should be

out to work leaving his wife at

encouraged to take an active

home to take care of the

part in looking after their

G- Yet, society is beginning to change
and their needs to be more flexibility at
home and at work
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Dear………………,
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Reminder :
1-You could use in addition to , besides , moreover, furthermore instead of
…………………………………………………………….to join sentences and link ideas .
2-You could use yet ,on the contrary , however , in contrast instead of
………………………………to present another side of issue.
3-you could use therefore, as a result instead of ……………………………………………..to
present the result of the statement before
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………………………………………………

WEEK OF INTEGRATION

REVIEW AND REMEDIAL

Activity one: Match the sentences from column A with the sentences in column B
A

B

-If it snowed
-If I had time
-She’d buy the car
-I wouldn’t forget

-If she liked it
-We’d go skiing
-I’d write the report for you
-They wouldn’t go on strike

-If they were well paid

-If he called me

Activity two: Write the correct from of the verbs between brackets
1-If Jonathan didn’t sleep late, he ………………..(to arrive)on time
2-I’d let my dog sleep on my bed ,if it ……………………(not to be) so big
3-If I……………………..(to see) him, I would say hello
4-I……………………. (Not to go) to school, if I left sick
5-If she were more careful, she (not to burn)……………herself
6-It would be easier to find a job, If I (to have) better qualifications
7-Do you think we would speak better if we (to go)………………….to England?
Activity Three: Rewrite the sentences using the second conditional:
1-I don’t have his phone number. I can’t call him
If ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
2-I feel terrible, I can’t go to school
If………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
3-My parents don’t like him because he looks like so stranger
If………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
4-The child was killed because the train didn’t stop quickly
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
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Activity four: Imagine you are a parent giving advice to a teenager. Use the following
expressions :
If I were you/ If I were in your position/You could/You might/The best thing to do would be

1-You have failed your exam
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
2-you can’t get up in the morning for school
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
3-your motorbike has broken down and you can’t repair it
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
4-You can’t study because you are listening to music at the same time
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Activity five: Complete the blanks on the dictionary entries below with the category
to which the explained word belongs: (n) noun, (adj) adjective, (v) verb.
Listen to your teacher reading the entries and mark the stressed syllables of the
entries with a prime (‘) . What do you notice?

Object / "QbdZIkt /

Object / bd ekt/ …….., say that

…….., sth that can be seen or touched,

one is not in favour of sth, be

material thing, eg: Tell me the names of

opposed to, make a protest against,

the objects in this room.

eg : I object all this noise.

Present /preznt/ …….., a thing you

Present /priznt/ …….., give offer,

give to sb as a gift, eg: I’ll make you a
present.

bus.

Record /rek :d/ ………, sound that has
been recorded.

eg: He presented the village with a
Record /rik :d/ ………, make a copy
of music, film……. by storing it on
tape or a disc to listen to or watch
again.
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WEEK OF INTEGRATION
Text1:

ASSESEMENT
Text2:

Dear Aunt ,
I’ve just moved to a new school and I
really like it .unfortunately, I have
already been in trouble because I hate
P.E (Physical education). I’m not good at
sports and I don’t understand the

If i were you, I’d try to change
my attitude .There are 168 hours
in a week and you only have to be in
P.E class for two of them. Two
hours a week isn’t much ,is it?

rules .I ‘ve started missing school on

If I felt miserable like you do

Tuesdays and Thursdays when I have

I’d talk to the P.E teacher. I’d ask

P.E but I am getting behind in my other

her if she could help me

subjects too .I’ m so depressed ,but no

understand some of the rules, and

one understands how terrible P.E is for

I’d ask her to help me find an

me , what would you do if you were me ?

interesting sport .

Miserable

Taken from the internet

Part one :
Reading comprehension
Activity one: Read the two short texts below and answer the following questions :
1-What does the author seek in the first text?
a)for advice

b)for suggestion

c)for money

2-What’s the author’s problem?...........................................................................................
3-Does the author the second text advise him to leave the new school ?
Activity two: read the following statements and write true or false:
1-The author of the first text has chosen to give a code name because he doesn’t want to be
recognized .
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1-The author of the first text has chosen to give a code name because he doesn’t want to
be recognized .
2-The two texts are taken from a sport newspaper .
Activity three: Lexis: Find in the text
a) A verb which means not to like something.
b) A noun which means a problem.
Mastery of language
Activity one: Write the correct form of the verbs brackets :
I( to join) ……………………..a sport club and I (to do)………………… some extra activities If I (to
be )………… you
Activity Two: Complete the following sentences with the correct linking words :

In conclusion, so, and, however, but
1-The author of the first text is active………………………he /she doesn’t like sports.
2-The author is in a dilemma ………………………..she asks for advice .
3-Practicing sport keeps un physically ……………………mentally fit .

Activity three: Arrange the words below according to their pronunciation in the right
column :
eə

iə

əƱ

ei

dear-There-hate-so
Part two: situation of integration:

Samy is 18 years old. His dream is to become a police officer his father wants him to be a
lawyer like him because he thinks that police job is dangerous .He is at crosswords
concerning his educational career .
What would you do if you were in his position ?
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Dear………………,
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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